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What Can SUSY Do For Us?

• Solve the “big” hierarchy problem 

• also the “little” hierarchy problem  
—fully natural EWSB 

• Precision gauge coupling unification 

• Provide a dark matter candidate

Assumptions \ Reference: ref. [39] ref. [48] ref. [54] sec. 3.1 sec. 3.2 sec. 5.2 sec. 5.3
Single axion 3 3
K diagonal 3 3 WLOG 3 3 3
Sinst > 1 3 3
Instanton charges obey ElWGC 3 3 3 7
MagWGC obeyed by simple charges 3 3 3 3
Instantons simple,

P
ai cos(✓i) 3 3

Constrained by: ElWGC MagWGC ElWGC MagWGC MagWGC ElXWGC + Single EFT +
MagWGC MagWGC

Table 1: WGC constraints on (compact) axion inØation models with various assumptions. Each column is a scenario for which a constraint
has been claimed; a 3 indicates that an assumption is made, and an 7 indicates that the opposite assumption is made. The entry “WLOG”
for “without loss of generality” indicates that this assumption was made but, due to the lack of other related assumptions, it is a completely
general basis choice. The single-axion assumption implies the K diagonal assumption. The assumption that “instanton charges obey the
electric WGC” misses the loophole where the states that satisfy the electric WGC make negligible contributions to the potential (for instance,
they may have mass near the Planck scale, outside the e�ective theory). In theories with multiple axions the Convex Hull Condition is
always assumed to be part of the deÆnition of the appropriate WGC. Abbreviations: ElWGC = Electric Weak Gravity Conjecture, MagWGC
= Magnetic Weak Gravity Conjecture, ElXWGC = Electric Extended Weak Gravity Conjecture.
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Current scorecard….

(depending on 
how “little”?)



125 GeV Higgs and SUSY
In the MSSM, loops of stops generate corrections to the 
Higgs quartic coupling and hence (after tuning to get the 
right VEV, i.e. Z boson mass) Higgs mass:
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Recently, the ATLAS and CMS collaborations have announced exciting hints for a Standard
Model-like Higgs boson at a mass of � 125 GeV. In this paper, we explore the potential consequences
for the MSSM and low scale SUSY-breaking. As is well-known, a 125 GeV Higgs implies either
extremely heavy stops (& 10 TeV), or near-maximal stop mixing. We review and quantify these
statements, and investigate the implications for models of low-scale SUSY breaking such as gauge
mediation where the A-terms are small at the messenger scale. For such models, we find that either
a gaugino must be superheavy or the NLSP is long-lived. Furthermore, stops will be tachyonic
at high scales. These are very strong restrictions on the mediation of supersymmetry breaking in
the MSSM, and suggest that if the Higgs truly is at 125 GeV, viable models of gauge-mediated
supersymmetry breaking are reduced to small corners of parameter space or must incorporate new
Higgs-sector physics.

I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, intriguing hints of the Standard Model (SM)-
like Higgs boson have been reported by the LHC. The
ATLAS collaboration has presented results in the dipho-
ton [1] and ZZ⇤ ⇧ 4⌘ [2] channels, showing a combined
⇤ 3⇧ excess at mh ⌅ 126 GeV. The CMS collaboration
has also presented results with a weaker ⇤ 2⇧ excess in
the ⇥⇥ channel at mh ⌅ 123 GeV [3] and two events in
the ZZ⇤ channel near the same mass [4]. It is too early
to say whether these preliminary results will grow in sig-
nificance to become a Higgs discovery, but it is not too
early to consider some of the consequences if they do.

The potential discovery of a light Higgs renews the
urgency of the gauge hierarchy problem. Supersymme-
try remains the best-motivated solution to the hierar-
chy problem. Although it has not yet been found at
the LHC, considerable discovery potential still remains
in the parameter space relevant for naturalness [5]. How-
ever, a 125 GeV Higgs places stringent constraints on
supersymmetry, especially in the context of the minimal
supersymmetric standard model (MSSM). In this paper
we will examine these constraints in detail and use this
to study the implications for low-scale SUSY breaking.

In the MSSM, for values of the CP -odd Higgs mass
mA & 200 GeV, there exists a light CP -even Higgs
state in the spectrum with SM-like couplings to the elec-
troweak gauge bosons. The SM-Higgs mass and proper-
ties are dominantly controlled by just a few weak-scale
MSSM parameters: at tree level, mA and tan�, joined at
higher order by the stop masses mt̃1,2 and the stop mix-
ing parameter Xt ⇥ At�µ cot�. At tree-level, the Higgs
mass is bounded above by mZ cos 2�. One-loop correc-
tions from stops are responsible for lifting this bound
to ⇤ 130 GeV [6–10, 12], for a general review, see [13].
Other parameters of the MSSM contribute radiative cor-
rections to the Higgs mass, but in general are highly sub-
dominant to the stop sector. Even with large loop e�ects,

it is noteworthy that 125 GeV is a relatively large Higgs
mass for the MSSM—this fact allows us to constrain the
stop masses and mixing.
In this paper, we will focus on stop masses mt̃ . 5 TeV

which includes the collider relevant region. (We briefly
consider heavier stops in the appendix.) Here fixed-order
Higgs spectrum calculators such as FeynHiggs [14–17],
which implements a broad set of one and two-loop cor-
rections to the physical Higgs mass, should be fairly ac-
curate. Imposing an upper bound on the stop masses
implies stringent bounds on tan� and At, and in partic-
ular requires large mixings among the stops.
FormA . 500 GeV, the SM-like Higgs has an enhanced

coupling to the down-type fermions, leading to an in-
crease in the h ⇧ bb̄ partial width and suppressing the
branching fractions into the main low-mass LHC search
modes, h ⇧ ⇥⇥,WW [18–20]. Since the LHC sees a rate
consistent with SM expectations (albeit with a sizeable
error bar), in this work we take mA = 1 TeV, where all
the Higgs couplings are SM-like. This limit also avoids
constraints from direct searches for H/A ⇧ ⌃⌃ [21–23].
For tan� we will set a benchmark value of 30 and con-
sider a range of values in some cases.

II. IMPLICATIONS FOR WEAK-SCALE MSSM
PARAMETERS

For mt̃ . 5 TeV, a Higgs mass of mh ⌅ 125 GeV
places strong constraints on tan� and the stop parame-
ters. Although we will use FeynHiggs for all the plots in
this section, it is useful to keep in mind the approximate
one-loop formula for the Higgs mass,
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Consider the diagrams in Fig. 1. We’ve already observed that the one at left is problematic: it’s a
renormalization of an external line, so we don’t want to include it when we compute a loop amplitude. In
shamplitude calculations, it shows up as unpleasant 1

s12...(n�1)
⇥ ⇤ factors in the amplitudes we’re trying

to build the shamplitude out of, which we are currently removing by hand.
The other kind of bubble diagram with one gluon connected at one end is shown on the right in Fig. 1.

It has a two-particle vertex at the other end. As a result, it has the structure:

�
d4⇤

(2⇥)4
�1µ (2⇤µ + kµ1 ) J(k2, . . . kj) · J(kj+1, . . . kn)

(⇤2 �m2)((⇤+ k1)2 �m2)
. (1)

Notice that this always contributes 0 to the loop integral: �1 · k1 = 0, and the bubble integral, linear in ⇤µ,
can only be proportional to kµ1 , because all dependence on the other momenta factors out of the integrand.

So, we can in fact drop every diagram with only one gluon connected on one side of a bubble. It’s tempting
to try to inductively turn this into a procedure for generating shamplitudes only from other shamplitudes,
not from amplitudes, but the argument doesn’t work. It would be nice to do something more systematic
than dropping terms by hand. Is there a nice procedure that makes use of this fact?

At least for the 4-point shamplitude, it means computing it directly from Feynman diagrams only involves
summing up nine diagrams (Fig. 2). We can eliminate four of these with a convenient gauge choice.

Four-point loops from Feynman diagrams

If we want to compute the + + ++ amplitude, we can make �i · �j = 0 simply by taking �i =
µ�̃i

hµ ii for all i.

In the + + +� case, we can make �i · �j = 0 by taking �i =
�4�̃i
h4 ii for i = 1, 2, 3 and �4 = �4�̃1

[4 1] . Thus, we can

discard all Feynman diagrams with 4-point (2-scalar 2-gluon) vertices. The remaining diagrams are boxes,
triangles, and the bubble with two particles on each side attached at 3-gluon vertices.

1

Haber, Hempfling ’91

more: Haber, Hempfling, Hoang, Ellis, Ridolfi, Zwirner, Casas, Espinosa, Quiros, Riotto, 
Carena, Wagner, Degrassi, Heinemeyer, Hollik, Slavich, Weiglein



125 GeV: MSSM is Unnatural
In the MSSM, a 125 GeV Higgs mass requires heavy stops 
/ large A-terms, but those directly undermine the 
naturalness argument for SUSY. 

Tuning contours (Hall/Pinner/
Ruderman 1112.2703) for 
low-scale mediation,    
                  .    

Always at least a factor of 
100 tuning.

⇤ = 10 TeV



Two Paths to 125 GeV
Higgs at 125 GeV

Beyond MSSM, 
natural

Stop search;
Higgs sector 
(rates, decays)

Models?
(NMSSM, D-terms, 
compositeness....)

MSSM with 
heavy scalars

Gluino 
search

Top-down 
theory

robust
experimental
connection



Natural SUSY
(assume beyond-MSSM physics raises Higgs to 125)



Supersymmetry and the 
Higgs Mass
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The box diagram is:

16
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(2⇥)4
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Imperfect cancelation because 
SUSY is not an exact symmetry. 

“Stop” or “scalar top”: 
cancels the biggest correction. 
~10% tuned if mass ~ 700 GeV.

Different-spin pieces combine to cancel large corrections.
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Natural SUSY, 1984SUSY Spectrum, 1984

Text

Over 3 decades of susy:  seismic shifts!

A historical relic 
(slide borrowed 
from Lawrence 
Hall’s talk at 
Savasfest). 

All the scalars, 
and the Higgs, 
should be at 
the weak scale!

We don’t live in the SUSY universe as envisioned circa 1984.

80.4 GeV



Simplified Models
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Much more 
comprehensible than 
full spectrum: easy to 
read off fine-tuning 
“bottom line” 
(also want b
+chargino)
Natural case: Meade & Reece 
’06; Kitano & Nomura ’06; 
Perelstein & Spethmann ’07 

Drawing on: Dimopoulos & 
Giudice; Cohen, Kaplan, 
Nelson



Or....
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Add the gluino: big 
cross section! Most 
constrained.



LHC: Towards Fine-Tuning.

Direct searches for the stops are so far coming up empty. But 
lots of uncharted territory (e.g. neutralino above 300 GeV!)



Naturalness and Gluinos
We need the stop to be relatively light for naturalness of a 
light Higgs. But the stop is itself a scalar field, and can get 
quadratic corrections!

We identify the Higgsino mass with µ. Because we are already taking µ ! 200 GeV, this

translates into a roughly natural wino mass range of

mW̃ ! TeV. (8)

Next, we compute the hypercharge D-term loop contribution to Higgs mass-squared, in

figure 3:

huhu
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FIG. 3. Higgs mass correction

This gives rise to a higgs mass correction:
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Including both the right-handed sbottom and the down-type higgs, as we do in this

section, ensures that the quadratic divergence cancels, but there is still a residual correction

to the higgs mass. Given that other scalars have already been argued to be relatively light,

we can use this correction to estimate the natural range for the mass of b̃R,

mb̃R
! 3TeV. (10)

Finally, q̃L, t̃R also being relatively light scalars, suffer from their own naturalness problem,

with mass corrections dominated by the diagrams in figure 4:

t̃ t̃

t

g̃
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t̃t̃ t̃
t̃ t̃

g t̃

t̃t̃

FIG. 4. Stop mass correction

12

Large corrections come from the gluino, which hence 
should be light (below about 1.5 TeV). As a color octet, the 
gluino has a large production cross section at the LHC.

(see e.g. Brust et al. 1110.6670, Papucci et al. 1110.6926)



Gluinos
Gluino mass bounds are now above 1.5 TeV; e.g., 1.8 TeV if 
gluino decays to tops.



What do the searches mean?
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Consider the diagrams in Fig. 1. We’ve already observed that the one at left is problematic: it’s a
renormalization of an external line, so we don’t want to include it when we compute a loop amplitude. In
shamplitude calculations, it shows up as unpleasant 1

s12...(n�1)
⇥ ⇤ factors in the amplitudes we’re trying

to build the shamplitude out of, which we are currently removing by hand.
The other kind of bubble diagram with one gluon connected at one end is shown on the right in Fig. 1.

It has a two-particle vertex at the other end. As a result, it has the structure:
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Notice that this always contributes 0 to the loop integral: �1 · k1 = 0, and the bubble integral, linear in ⇤µ,
can only be proportional to kµ1 , because all dependence on the other momenta factors out of the integrand.

So, we can in fact drop every diagram with only one gluon connected on one side of a bubble. It’s tempting
to try to inductively turn this into a procedure for generating shamplitudes only from other shamplitudes,
not from amplitudes, but the argument doesn’t work. It would be nice to do something more systematic
than dropping terms by hand. Is there a nice procedure that makes use of this fact?

At least for the 4-point shamplitude, it means computing it directly from Feynman diagrams only involves
summing up nine diagrams (Fig. 2). We can eliminate four of these with a convenient gauge choice.

Four-point loops from Feynman diagrams

If we want to compute the + + ++ amplitude, we can make �i · �j = 0 simply by taking �i =
µ�̃i

hµ ii for all i.

In the + + +� case, we can make �i · �j = 0 by taking �i =
�4�̃i
h4 ii for i = 1, 2, 3 and �4 = �4�̃1

[4 1] . Thus, we can

discard all Feynman diagrams with 4-point (2-scalar 2-gluon) vertices. The remaining diagrams are boxes,
triangles, and the bubble with two particles on each side attached at 3-gluon vertices.
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At least for the 4-point shamplitude, it means computing it directly from Feynman diagrams only involves
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The box diagram is:
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Stops above 800 GeV: ~ factor of 20 tuning.

We identify the Higgsino mass with µ. Because we are already taking µ ! 200 GeV, this

translates into a roughly natural wino mass range of

mW̃ ! TeV. (8)

Next, we compute the hypercharge D-term loop contribution to Higgs mass-squared, in
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Including both the right-handed sbottom and the down-type higgs, as we do in this

section, ensures that the quadratic divergence cancels, but there is still a residual correction

to the higgs mass. Given that other scalars have already been argued to be relatively light,

we can use this correction to estimate the natural range for the mass of b̃R,

mb̃R
! 3TeV. (10)

Finally, q̃L, t̃R also being relatively light scalars, suffer from their own naturalness problem,

with mass corrections dominated by the diagrams in figure 4:
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Gluinos above 1.8 TeV: ~ factor of 30 tuning. (Less if Dirac)

The desired cancelations from SUSY aren’t happening. 
Rather than corrections being much smaller than initial 
value, corrections are canceling to a part in ~20.



Could we have overlooked 
the superpartners?



Missing Transverse 
Momentum (“MET”)



Small Phase Space
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Momentum Spectra for Stealth SUSY
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Figure 2: Momentum spectra in compressed theories. At left: standard compressed SUSY, with
nearly degenerate gluino and bino and the decay chain g̃ ! qq̄B̃. The bino momentum is typically
very close to that of the gluino, and is not soft. The orange dotted curve is a simple ansatz d�/dpT /
pT (p2

T + m2)�6 to illustrate the characteristic interplay of phase space and steeply-falling parton
luminosities. At right: stealth SUSY, with the same gluino mass, now decaying in the chain g̃ ! gS̃,
S̃ ! SG̃, and S ! gg. Note that the gravitino, the invisible particle in the stealth case, has a pT

distribution resembling that of a quark in the usual compressed SUSY case, and is very soft.

complete absence of high-momentum invisible particles in the event. In particular, because

the typical transverse boost of the original parent particle (gluino, for instance) is not large,

we can estimate the boost of the stealth parent (singlino S̃, in the models of [16]) to be

� ⇠ m
g̃

/m
˜

S

. Then the lab-frame momentum of the invisible particle is

p
invis

⇠ � �M ⇠ m
g̃

m
˜

S

� m
S

m
˜

S

. (2.2)

Compared to the bino momentum in the compressed case, which was ⇠ 0.3 m
g̃

, this can

be made arbitrarily small by taking the stealth splitting small. The reduced missing E
T

in

the stealth case is much more robust, as it is independent of any amount of radiation or the

structure of the cascade decay. We illustrate some of the relevant p
T

spectra in Figure 2.

2.3 Stealthy SUSY Breaking

Having argued that the stealth mechanism is robust from the standpoint of suppressing miss-

ing energy, the next general issue is whether it is robust from a model-building point of view.

The setting in which stealthy physics arises with the least e↵ort is low-scale SUSY breaking,

which always has a light gravitino that appears in the decay of a particle to its superpartner.

Furthermore, the low scale of SUSY breaking can explain why dangerously large soft terms

in the stealth sector are absent. One still has to explain the supersymmetric masses in the

stealth sector, which are near the electroweak scale either by accident or through common un-

derlying physics. The simplest explanation is to generate them in the same way one generates

the MSSM µ-term; however, to preserve stealthy physics, one would then need to require that
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Heavy particle to one heavy 
and one light particle: heavy 
daughter inherits most of 
momentum in lab-frame. Light 
daughter is very soft. 
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FIG. 1: Boosted gluinos that are degenerate with the bino
do not enhance the missing transverse energy when there is
no hard initial- or final-state radiation. (A) illustrates the
cancellation of the bino’s ET� . (B) shows how initial- or final-
state radiation leads to a large amount of ET� even if the
gluino is degenerate with the bino.

the search is not limited by phase space and four or
more well-separated jets are produced, as well as large
missing transverse energy. The situation is very di⇥er-
ent for light gluinos (mg̃ . 200 GeV) that are nearly
degenerate with the bino. Such light gluinos can be co-
piously produced at the Tevatron, with cross sections
O(102 pb), as compared to O(10�2 pb) for their heav-
ier counterparts (mg̃ & 400 GeV). Despite their large
production cross sections, these events are challenging
to detect because the jets from the decay are soft, with
modest amounts of missing transverse energy. Even if
the gluinos are strongly boosted, the sum of the bino
momenta will approximately cancel when reconstruct-
ing the missing transverse energy (Fig. 1A). To discover
a gluino degenerate with a bino, it is necessary to look
at events where the gluino pair is boosted by the emis-
sion of hard QCD jets (Fig. 1B). Therefore, initial-state
radiation (ISR) and final-state radiation (FSR) must be
properly accounted for.

The correct inclusion of ISR/FSR with parton show-
ering requires generating gluino events with matrix ele-
ments. We used MadGraph/MadEvent [14] to compute
processes of the form

pp̄⇤ g̃g̃ + Nj, (1)

where N = 0, 1, 2 is the multiplicity of QCD jets. The
decay of the gluino into a bino plus a quark and an anti-
quark, as well as parton showering and hadronization of
the final-state partons, was done in PYTHIA 6.4 [15].

To ensure that no double counting of events occurs
between the matrix-element multi-parton events and the
parton showers, a version of the MLM matching proce-
dure was used [16]. In this procedure, the matrix el-
ement multi-parton events and the parton showers are
constrained to occupy di⇥erent kinematical regions, sep-
arated using the k⌅ jet measure:

d2(i, j) = �R2
ij min(p2

Ti, p
2
Tj)

d2(i,beam) = p2
Ti, (2)

where �R2
ij = 2(cosh �� � cos �⇥) [17]. Matrix-

element events are generated with some minimum cut-
o⇥ d(i, j) = QME

min. After showering, the partons are
clustered into jets using the kT jet algorithm with a
QPS

min > QME
min. The event is then discarded unless all re-

sulting jets are matched to partons in the matrix-element
event, d(parton, jet) < QPS

min. For events from the high-
est multiplicity sample, extra jets softer than the soft-
est matrix-element parton are allowed. This procedure
avoids double-counting jets, and results in continuous
and smooth di⇥erential distributions for all jet observ-
ables.

The matching parameters (QME
min and QPS

min) should
be chosen resonably far below the factorization scale of
the process. For gluino production, the parameters were:

QME
min = 20 GeV and QPS

min = 30 GeV. (3)

The simulations were done using the CTEQ6L1
PDF [18] and with the renormalization and factoriza-
tion scales set to the gluino mass. The cross sections
were rescaled to the next-to-leading-order (NLO) cross
sections obtained using Prospino 2.0 [19].

Finally, we used PGS [20] for detector simulation,
with a cone jet algorithm with �R = 0.5. As a check
on this procedure, we compared our results to the signal
point given in [7] and found that they agreed to within
10%.

B. Backgrounds

The three dominant Standard Model backgrounds
that contribute to the jets plus missing energy searches
are: W±/Z0 + jets, tt̄, and QCD. There are several
smaller sources of missing energy that include single top
and di-boson production, but these make up a very small
fraction of the background and are not included in this
study.

The W±/Z0 + nj and tt̄ backgrounds were gen-
erated using MadGraph/MadEvent and then showered
and hadronized using PYTHIA. PGS was used to recon-
struct the jets. MLM matching was applied up to three
jets for the W±/Z0 background, with the parameters
QME

min = 10 GeV and QPS
min = 15 GeV. The top back-

ground was matched up to two jets with QME
min = 14 GeV

and QPS
min = 20 GeV. Events containing isolated leptons

with pT ⇥ 10 GeV were vetoed to reduce background
contributions from leptonically decaying W± bosons. To
reject cases of ET⌅ from jet energy mismeasurement, a
lower bound of 90⇤ and 50⇤ was placed on the azimuthal
angle between ET⌅ and the first and second hardest jets,
respectively. An acoplanarity cut of < 165⇤ was applied
to the two hardest jets. Because the DO⌅ analysis did
not veto hadronically decaying tau leptons, all taus were
treated as jets in this study.

2

Compressed SUSY: softer 
visible particles. 
A little artificial (tuned).

Rely on ISR recoil 
(“monojet”-like): 
Alwall, Le, Lisanti, 
Wacker 0803.0019



Stealth SUSY

Fan, Reece, Ruderman 2011 
1512.05781 Fan, Krall, Pinner, Reece, Ruderman

Decays through an approximately 
supersymmetric hidden sector can 
remove missing momentum from signal

Gluinos still 
constrained (also 
see Evans et al. 
1310.5758)



Cahill-Rowley, Hewett, 
Ismail, Rizzo 1407.4130 

pMSSM scans (reduced 
parameters to satisfy flavor, 
CP)

If each decay mode has a small 
branching ratio, the bounds are 
weakened.

pMSSM: Many Decay Modes



Neutralino Dark Matter



Cheung, Hall, Pinner, Ruderman  1211.4873 (also Perelstein, Shakya 1107.5048, 1208.0833) 

Most mixtures of gaugino and higgsino dark matter are now 
constrained by direct detection (esp. LUX)

Direct Detection



Winos are Probably not DM

There are astrophysical 
uncertainties in the GC 
relevant for high-mass 
exclusion. Low mass wino DM 
is robustly ruled out by dwarf 
galaxies.

Fan, MR 1307.4400; also Cohen, Lisanti, Pierce, Slatyer 1307.4082

Large annihilation cross 
section: ruled out by 
absence of gamma ray 
signals from galactic center 
and dwarfs.

cored density profile?

Baumgart, Rothstein,  
Vaidya 1412.8698



Future Direct Detection
⬅  Z exchange

⬅ h exchange

⬅ W loop (wino)
⬅ W loop (higgsino)

SU(2) multiplets dominantly scattering through loops are a 
real challenge, beyond the next generation of experiments.

Snowmass: Cushman et al. 1310.8327



Future Indirect Detection

1408.4131 
Silverwood, 

Weniger, Scott, 
Bertone

CTA (Cherenkov Telescope Array) will get close to ruling out 
thermal relic dark matter over most of the hundreds-of-GeV 
range, but will likely not quite reach TeV higgsinos.

(Assuming no improvements do much better than these estimates)



Split SUSY



Why Split?
Arkani-Hamed & Dimopoulos originally had in mind very 
heavy scalars. But what the Higgs points to now may be 
only “mildly” split SUSY, with scalars at 10s—100s TeV.
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FIG. 5. Messenger scale required to produce su�ciently large |A
t

| for m
h

= 123 GeV (left) and m
h

= 125 GeV
(right) through renormalization group evolution.

At = 0 at the messenger scale. Clearly this is not com-
pletely set in stone, and it would be interesting to look for
models of GMSB (or more generally flavor-blind models)
with large At at the messenger scale. This may be pos-
sible in more extended models, for instance in [37] where
the Higgses mix with doublet messengers.
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Appendix A: Comments on “heavy SUSY” scenarios

Although we have focused on mixed stops which can
be light enough to be produced at the LHC, let us briefly
consider the case of stops without mixing. For small
MS , we can compute the Higgs mass with FeynHiggs.
For larger MS , we use a one-loop RGE to evolve the
SUSY quartic down to the electroweak scale, computing
the physical Higgs mass by including self-energy correc-
tions [38, 39]. In Figure 6, we plot the resulting value of
mh as a function of MS , in the case of zero mixing. We
plot the FeynHiggs output only up to 3 TeV, at which
point its uncertainties become large and the RGE is more
trustworthy. One can see from the plot that accommo-

dating a 125 GeV Higgs in the MSSM with small A-terms
requires scalar masses in the range of 5 to 10 TeV.
A variation on this “heavy stop” scenario is Split Su-

persymmetry [40, 41], in which gauginos and higgsinos
have masses well below MS and influence the running of
�. In this case, the running below MS is modified by the
light superpartners, and the preferred scalar mass scale
for a 125 GeV Higgs can be even larger [42–44].
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FIG. 6. Higgs mass as a function of M
S

, with X
t

= 0. The
green band is the output of FeynHiggs together with its as-
sociated uncertainty. The blue line represents 1-loop renor-
malization group evolution in the Standard Model matched
to the MSSM at M

S

. The blue bands give estimates of errors
from varying the top mass between 172 and 174 GeV (darker
band) and the renormalization scale between m

t

/2 and 2m
t

(lighter band).

Draper, MR, Meade, Shih 1112.3068Figure 4: The scalar mass scale in Split Supersymmetry as a function of tan � for a Higgs mass
fixed at 125.5 GeV for no and maximal stop mixing. The 1� error bands coming from the top
mass measurement (which dominate over other uncertainties) are also shown.

high scale SUSY breaking models (as in gravity or anomaly mediation). The gluino RG e↵ects
become stronger as ⇤ is pushed up and it gets harder to have a stop much lighter than the gluino.

The bounds on the tuning from current direct stop searches are not competitive with the gluino
ones, and thus do not pose a significant constraint on the parameter space. When m�3 � mt̃1 ,
additional tuning is required because of the large correction to the stop mass from the gluino.
Making the LSP heavier than 400 GeV to evade the gluino bounds does not improve the situation;
a heavy LSP implies a large µ-term which increases the tree-level tuning of the theory. Fig. 2
finally shows that the small window left for naturalness in SUSY will be probed already by the
end of the 8 TeV LHC run, when the gluino searches are pushed above 1.5-1.8 TeV mass range.

The absence of evidence for sparticles suggests that either low-energy SUSY theories have to be
tuned, or sparticles are absent from the weak scale altogether. Why, then, does supersymmetric
unification work so well if the sparticles responsible for it are not present? An answer to this
question comes from Split SUSY [7, 8], a theory motivated by the multiverse. In Split SUSY,
scalar sparticles are heavy—at the SUSY breaking scale m0—whereas fermions (gauginos and
higgsinos) are lighter as they are further protected by the R-symmetry whose breaking scale can
be lower than m0. Choosing the fermion masses near a TeV, as dictated by the WIMP “miracle”,
reproduces successful unification independent of the masses of scalar sparticles. So in Split only
the gauginos and higgsinos may be accessible to the LHC, whereas the scalar masses can be
anywhere between the GUT and the weak scale.

This uncertainty in m0, which has been blurring the phenomenology and model building of
Split, has come to an end with the discovery of the Higgs [4]. The Higgs mass mh correlates with
m0 [7, 8] as shown in Fig. 3 [9], and for mh = 125.5 GeV the scalar sparticle masses are in the

4

Arvanitaki, Craig, Dimopoulos, Villadoro 
1210.0555



Nature News (E. Gibney), 2014 
http://www.nature.com/news/china-plans-super-collider-1.15603

The colliders of the future:

http://www.nature.com/news/china-plans-super-collider-1.15603


Testing MSSM 125 GeV

Scalar mass scale: 
gluino lifetime; 
log in one-loop branching ratio; 
squark/gluino production 
(also see Sato, Shirai, Tobioka 1207.3608)

Measuring tan beta is trickier. Several observables; which 
is best depends on ordering of bino, wino, and higgsino 
masses. For instance:

Preliminary results in 1606.00947; paper this summer

Agrawal, Fan, MR, Xue in progress

100 TeV collider = gluino factory! Millions of gluino pairs.



Concluding Remarks
• Important to fill holes in search coverage. Stealthy, 

compressed, RPV, Hidden Valleys, messy spectra….  

• Fully natural SUSY: under strain 

• Split SUSY: simple. Tuned, but could be our world. 

• “Neutral naturalness” (Twin Higgs, etc): less constrained. 
UV completion at ~10 TeV? That might be SUSY’s role.  

• Still room for SUSY WIMP dark matter  

• Lots of new experimental results on the horizon!  
Let’s go find out what’s really out there!


